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Bestselling author Audrey Wood and artist son Bruce create an undersea counting book that's full of

the same vivid imagery and fun story elements that have made their alphabet books so

successful!It's an undersea countdown in the newest book by bestselling author Audrey Wood and

her dynamic, digital-artist son, Bruce. Follow ten little fish as they swim along a beautiful ocean reef,

one by one departing from the school for different reasons, eventually leaving one fellow all alone.

What will he do? Along comes another, and that makes two! Soon he becomes a father and she

becomes a mother--with ten little children of their own. The rhyming text helps readers go from one

to ten and back again, and each illustration pops with all the color and depth of an underwater

playground.
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This book is great! My two year old especially loves it. I can't even tell you how many times we have

read it. The illustrations are bright, colorful, and engaging. It is also a wonderful counting book. The

story that goes with the counting is entertaining and my child has enjoyed counting along it. I would

definately recommend this book for ages 1-6.

Bright and eye catching details, yet simple subtraction book. We have made fish many times after

reading this book. Subtraction can be a hard concept for children. This cute story helps build that



concept.

I bought this book because my two year old is really into fish lately. This book is beautiful, I'm glad I

bought it. I have to admit when I first read it I thought the ending was weird but I've grown to like it.

My three year old son loves this book, he has it memorized and sits on the sofa and reads it to

himself. The illustrations are beautiful, and it's a fun way for children to practice counting. I know

some people question the storyline, but we find it to be super cute.

Love using books in my classroom! Cute story, but the ending where they have babies is a little

odd... I'll be ending it a few pages early for my young special ed students. Illustrations are computer

animation-like, something I did not expect from the cute cover. Great colors, perfect rhymes, and will

be a wonderful addition to my library for my music therapy room.

My older son brought this book home from the library to read to his 27 month old brother. My

younger son absolutely and totally ADORES this book. Not only does this book help teach your little

one to count and colors, but it also gives them a sense of rhyming words and the fish also bring a

plus side to it. A must have for any parent with little ones. This book will keep them amused for

hours on end.

I had to write a review for this book because the children in my preschool class absolutely ADORE

IT! (Especially those between 2-3 years old.) They cannot get enough of the cute little fishies, the

fun rhymes, and the entire story overall. Set to the same tune as the song "10 little monkeys

(jumping on the bed)" it becomes quite easy for the kids to read along as we read this story over

and over and over again.

Audrey Wood has written many good children's books. The youngsters in my elementary school

library love counting books, and this title is always popular. The cute pictures and simple text are

engaging for young readers.
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